CALL FOR PAPERS: Present at the EEMA Annual Conference

Empowering Business through Digital Transformation
18th - 19th June 2019, Microsoft, London

The EEMA Annual Conference is one of Europe’s most important events in the privacy, e-identity, security and trust calendar. Opportunities to speak at the two-day event include a keynote presentations and seminars that will address an audience of more than 150 technology experts, policy-makers, media and senior influencers from public, private and academic sector institutions from across Europe and beyond.

This year, EEMA is also inviting proposals for one-hour panel debates (two panelists and a Chair). Topics suggested (but are not restricted to) for the 2019 Annual Conference include:

- A vision of future trends and technologies
- The return on investment from using trusted identities
- Maximising mobile identity and trust roadmap
- Establishing identity and strong authentication
- New business transformation models
- Privacy, regulation and legal issues
- Applying Blockchain to digital transformation
- Cross Border eID Interoperability including go.eIDAS
- The role of artificial intelligence and effective transformation

One complimentary conference pass will be offered to all who submit a paper, and those chosen for the agenda will also receive a 50% discount on guest passes. Papers must be submitted by 1st March 2019 to be considered.

From the release of the EU guidelines on AI ethics in March or the recommendations on how to boost investment in Europe expected by May, 2019 will be key to the path forward AI regulation.

Join the debate at POLITICO’S 2ND AI SUMMIT ON MARCH 18-19 IN BRUSSELS. The event will be the launching point for solutions-driven conversations on artificial intelligence between policymakers, scientists, innovators, industry representatives, startups and academics.

As an EEMA member you can benefit from a 30% discount. Registration here: http://bit.ly/2VC1MJl
EEMA High-Level Fireside Briefing, 5th March 2019, The Shard, London

EEMA is hosting a High-Level Fireside Briefing debating the potential for criminals to use Artificial Intelligence (AI) for criminal means, and how this exciting technology may also be used to combat crime. The event will be chaired by Steve Kemsley, who leads EEMA’s Cognitive Machines and AI work channel, and has worked within the Home Office’s Office for Security and Counter Terrorism. He will be joined on the panel by Workplace Analytics Consultant at Gallup, Maria Semykoz, and Director of Technology at Reliance High-Tech, Paul Winstanley.

The EEMA High-Level Fireside Briefing is free-to-attend for EEMA members. To register visit: www.eema.org/event/fireside-briefing-crime-and-artificial-intelligence

DIARY DATE: Debating The Use of Artificial Intelligence to Commit and Combat Crime

On the 5th and 6th February, EEMA’s Roger Dean and Lorraine Spector joined other LIGHTtest project partners at its general meeting hosted by the Technical University of Denmark in Copenhagen.

Welcome to EEMA’s New Project Support Manager

In January EEMA welcomed Petar Chardakov to the team. He is now working with the EEMA Team to support EEMA Members, plan events, assist in projects and marketing initiatives.

Share your news with EEMA members. If you have news, initiatives and opportunities that you would like to share with other EEMA members please email Graham Thatcher: graham.thatcher@eema.org

go.eIDAS is an open initiative welcoming organisations and individuals committed to raising awareness of eIDAS regulation in Europe and beyond. On Wednesday 27th March in Garmisch-Partenkirchen, Germany, Chair of EEMA, Jon Shamah will open the go.eIDAS Summit 2019, which will provide a clear understanding of eIDAS, the latest developments and implementations. Jon will be joined by Andrea Servida, Head of Unit, eGovernment and Trust at DG Connect, European Commission who will discuss ‘Creating Trust within Europe and beyond’.

For details and complimentary registration please visit: https://go.eID.AS/summit